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Abstract: Spatial distribution of and interpolation methods for soil nutrients are the basis of soil nutrient management in

precision agriculture. For study of application potential and characteristics of algebra hyper-curve neural network(AHCNN)

in delineating spatial variability and interpolation of soil properties, 956 soil samples were taken from a 50 hectare field

with 20 m interval for alkaline hydrolytic nitrogen measurement. The test data set consisted of 100 random samples

extracted from the 956 samples, and the training data set extracted from the remaining samples using 20, 40, 60, 80, 100

and 120 m grid intervals. Using the AHCNN model, three training plans were designed, including plan AHC1, using

spatial coordinates as the only network input, plan AHC2, adding information of four neighboring points as network input,

and plan AHC3, adding information of six neighboring points as network input. The interpolation precision of AHCNN

method was compared with that of Kriging method. When the number of training samples was big, interpolation precisions

of Kriging and AHCNN were similar. When the number of training samples was small, the precisions of both methods

deteriorated. Since AHCNN method has no request on data distribution and it is non-linearization of neutron input

variables, it is suitable for delineation of spatial distribution of nonlinear soil properties. In addition, AHCNN has an

advantage of adaptive self-adjustment of model parameters, which makes it proper for soil nutrient spatial interpolation.

After comparison of mean absolute error d , root mean squared error RMSE, and mean relative error %d , and the spatial

distribution maps generated from different methods, it can be concluded that using spatial coordinates as the only network

input cannot simulate the characteristics of soil nutrient spatial variability well, and the simulation results can be improved

greatly after adding neighboring sample points’information and the distance effect as network input. When the number of

samples was small, interpolation precision can be improved after properly increasing the number of neighboring sample

points. It was also showed that evaluation of interpolation precision using conventional error statistic indexes was

defective, and the spatial distribution map should be used as an important evaluation factor.
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1 Introduction

The obvious variability of soil properties within the

same type of soil is an important feature of soil in a field.

Even in an area in which texture of soil can be regarded
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as uniform, soil properties in different locations can be

different. This is known as spatial variability of soil

nutrients[1,2]. In the past, this variability was analyzed

using traditional statistical method founded by Fisher.

The traditional method considers samples to be entirely

independent and obeys certain known probability

distribution, and soil property spatial variability can be

delineated through calculating mean, standard deviation,

variance, and coefficient of variation of samples and

conducting significance tests, with some successful

applications in soil research. However, recent research

found that soil properties were not entirely spatial-

independent, but correlated spatially to some extent[3].

Obviously, spatial variability of soil properties for

estimation of unsampled points is the basis of soil
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nutrient management and scientific fertilization in

precision agriculture.

In recent years, geostatistics has been widely used in

quantitative analysis of spatial variability of soil nutrients.

However, there are several important preconditions in

application of Kriging interpolation method of

geostatistics[4]. If these preconditions are not satisfied,

geosatistics cannot be used reliably for spatial variability

research[5].

Artificial neural network technology, which has been

used in research of soil property spatial variability and

some ideal results have been achieved, is a powerful tool

to deal with nonlinear system[6-10]. But these researches

were based on back propagation (BP) neural network,

which was an algorithm developed from establishing

configuration network of basic perceptron model. BP

neural network, a multilayer feed-forward network with

hidden-layers, cannot be used to determine the number of

hidden-layers in multi-layer network and the number of

nodes in a certain layer. Usually the number is given

based on experience, leading to sub-optimal design of

network. Moreover, there are still some problems with BP

neural network, for example, low learning and

convergence speed, and the convergence cannot ensure

reaching global minimum. Algebra hyper-curve neural

network (AHCNN) develops basic perceptron model in

terms of perceptron integrative function which adds some

auxiliary units to basic perceptron model. The outputs of

these auxiliary units are quadratic functions of each unit

xi (i=1, 2, ···, n) in input vector of basic perceptron model,

i.e., AHCNN is non-linearization of neuron input

variables. Therefore, AHCNN is a more ideal nonlinear

computation tool suitable to delineate spatial distribution

of soil properties which are also nonlinear. Furthermore,

AHCNN has an advantage of model parameters adaptive

self-adjustment, which, in some sense, overcomes the

disadvantages of low learning speed and adjustment of

many parameters in BP neural network[11,12].

AHCNN model was used to analyze precision of soil

nutrient spatial interpolation under conditions of different

sampling densities and adding neighboring sampling

points’information as network input, and AHCNN model

with spatial coordinates as the only network input was

compared with ordinary Kriging method. Application

potential and characteristics as well as problems of using

AHCNN in delineating spatial variability and

interpolation of soil properties were also studied.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

In this study, 956 soil samples were collected from

0～20 cm soil layer, using 20 m×20 m as grid interval

with Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) at

No.1 50 hectares field at National Precision Agriculture

Demonstration Station in Xiaotangshan Town of Beijing

in September, 2007. Each soil sample was a mixture of

five sub-samples, with four sub-sample points distributed

on ten meter in diameter concentric circle and one sample

point soil in the circle center. These samples were air

dried within 24 hours after sampling. Then, nutrients of

soil samples were measured after sieving.

The alkaline hydrolytic nitrogen contents of soils

were used as experimental data. In a diffusion container,

as soil was hydrolyzed in alkaline condition, hydrolyzable

nitrogen was transformed easily into NH3 and was

absorbed by H3BO3 after diffusion. Then, NH3 in

absorbing solution H3BO3 was titrated using standard acid,

and content of alkaline hydrolytic nitrogen can be

calculated.

In order to analyze precision of soil nutrient data

interpolation of different interpolation methods at

different sampling precisions, the 956 sample points were

divided into two groups, which include independent

training data sets with 856 sample points and test data set

with 100 sample points. Field distribution consisted of

entire training data set was Plan a, and sampling points

were extracted at 20 m sampling interval based on

original field distribution. Plan b was to contain 217

sample points through interlacing extraction in horizontal

and vertical directions and sampling interval was 40 m.

Plan c was to extract 107 sample points every two lines in

horizontal and vertical directions and sampling interval

was 60 m. Plan d was to extract 57 sample points every

three lines in horizontal and vertical directions and

sampling interval was 80 m. Plan e was to extract 44

sample points every four lines in horizontal and vertical

directions and sampling interval was 100 m. Plan f was to

Figure 1 Distribution of the sample points of Plan a
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extract 28 sample points every five lines in horizontal and

vertical directions and sampling interval was 120 m. The

distribution of sample points in Plan a was shown in

Figure 1.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Kriging interpolation

First, skewness and kurtosis tests of training sample

data were conducted. If it did not obey normal

distribution, logarithmic transformation would be used to

make it obey lognormal distribution. Then, with

semi-variance analysis, basic parameters for Kriging

interpolation can be calculated by using theoretical

semi-variance model with relative high fitting degree to

fit semi-variance function. Finally, ordinary Kriging

interpolation was conducted with ArcGIS 9.0.

2.2.2 Algebra hype-curve neural network model

Figure 2 showed two-dimensional AHCNN model.

On the basis of two nodes x1 and x2 in input vector, three

auxiliary input nodes 1f , 2f , and f3 were added. The order

of the two-dimensional AHCNN model was 2, and the

degree of polynomial was also 2. Given
2

11 xf  ,

212 xxf  , and
2

23 xf  , the output of perception can

be calculated using the following formula:
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Hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function was used as

transformation function at hidden-layer and linear

function at output layer. Before training neural network

with these training data, the [-1, 1] normalization

processing of training data was conducted for fast

convergence. The δ learning rule was used, which is a

continuous perceptron learning rule.

Figure 2 Two-dimensional AHCNN model

Method 1 (AHC1): With spatial coordinates’value as

network input, the relation was established only between

spatial coordinates and soil property information values

which can be described using the following formula:

 YXfZ , (2)

In formula (2), X and Y are spatial coordinates of

sample point or predicted point. AHCNN used X and Y as

network inputs and corresponding soil property

information values as network outputs, that is, two nodes

in input layer and one node in output layer .

Method 2 (AHC2): With spatial autocorrelation as

theoretical basis[13], the function of soil nutrient spatial

distribution can be expressed as following:

 nAAAYXfZ ,,,,, 21  (3)

Where Z is the value of soil property; X and Y are spatial

coordinates; A1, A2, ···, and An are n values of soil

property of sample points closest to interpolation point.

The spatial coordinates X and Y, and the n sample points

closest to the interpolation point were used as network

inputs, so the number of nodes in network input was 2+n

in which the first and second neurons are input

coordinates X and Y , respectively.

According to the spatial distance decay law, the effect

of sample point on interpolation point declines as the

distance between them increases. Considering the effect

of distance, in algorithm program the third neuron in

network input layer was set as values of soil property of

the sample point closest to the interpolation point, and the

fourth neuron in network input layer was set as values of

soil property of the sample point second closest to the

interpolation point and so on. In this study, n was four

and total nodes of network input layer were six.

Method 3 (AHC3): In order to compare effects of

different numbers of neighboring sample points on results

of neural network interpolation, the interpolation results

were calculated using six neighboring sample point data.

2.2.3 Evaluation of the interpolation precision

In this study, mean absolute error d , root mean

squared error RMSE, and mean relative error %d were

used to evaluate the interpolation precision. The three

indexes can be calculated using the following formulas:
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Where iẐ is estimated value; Zi is measured value; n

is the number of training samples or test samples.

Obviously, the smaller the value of d , RMSE, and %d ,

the smaller the error, and the better the interpolation
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precision.

3 Results and discussion

Comparison of interpolation precision of test data set

using Kriging and AHCNN based on test data set of

different plans with different sampling intervals was

shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, when the number of training

samples was big, interpolation precisions of Kriging and

AHCNN were similar. When the number was small, the

precisions of Plan d, e, and f declined.

The skewness and kurtosis of the dataset for this

study are -0.284 and 3.241, respectively, indicating

normal distribution of the dataset. So the interpolation

precision of Kriging is good, and the interpolation

precision of AHCNN is not better than that of Kriging.

Under the condition that the data set does not obey

normal distribution, the advantages of AHCNN will be

fully demonstrated.

Based on the precision indexes listed in Table 1,

several conclusions can be deduced. With neighboring

points as neural network input, interpolation precisions

can be improved using both AHC2 and AHC3 compared

with using ACH1 in Plan a, b, and c when the number of

training samples was big. However, when the number of

training samples was small, interpolation precisions

declined using both AHC2 and AHC3 compared with

using ACH1 in Plan d, e, and f. Meanwhile, the number

of neighboring points such as 4 or 6 had little effect on

interpolation precisions.

Table 1 Comparison of interpolation precisions of test dataset using Kriging and AHCNN

(soil alkaline hydrolytic nitrogen, mg/kg)

Kriging AHC1 AHC2 AHC3

Plan
Number of

samples
d RMSE d ％ d RMSE d ％ d RMSE d ％ d RMSE d ％

a 856 6.37 8.14 8.52 8.52 10.30 11.05 7.66 9.43 9.86 7.14 9.04 9.30

b 217 6.92 8.84 9.33 8.38 10.27 11.27 7.21 9.40 9.78 7.45 9.69 10.10

c 107 7.21 9.18 9.55 8.49 10.13 11.04 7.93 9.93 10.44 8.02 10.04 10.67

d 57 7.89 10.01 10.68 8.47 10.48 11.59 10.49 12.50 13.95 10.45 13.31 14.16

e 44 7.10 8.94 9.60 8.68 10.95 12.06 10.75 13.94 14.50 10.45 13.46 14.28

f 28 7.62 9.49 10.24 9.12 10.85 12.09 8.73 11.25 11.73 9.65 11.78 12.39

Kriging interpolation for estimated values of alkaline

hydrolytic nitrogen of 100 test sample points using

different methods was finished and fitting results of

alkaline hydrolytic nitrogen spatial distribution in soil

were shown in interpolation maps. Comparison of

interpolation results using AHCNN and actual

measurement data of Plan c and f was shown in Figure 3.

The simulation of spatial distribution of alkaline

hydrolytic nitrogen using AHC1 was fairly bad, as AHC1

was based only on relationship between spatial

coordinates and value of alkaline hydrolytic nitrogen in

soil. The fitting degree of interpolation of spatial

distribution was improved as adding the number of

neighboring points, which was more obvious in plans

with smaller number of training samples such as Plan f.
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Figure 3 Comparison of spatial distribution of alkaline hydrolytic nitrogen and interpolation results using AHC1,

AHC2 and AHC3 of Plan c and f

Precise management of field nutrients is very

important in precision agriculture, which is based on soil

nutrient spatial distribution. So, high fitting precision of

soil nutrient spatial distribution is the aim of research on

scientific sampling and interpolation method. At this

point, evaluation on interpolation using AHC1, which is

based on relationship between spatial coordinates and

value of soil properties, is feasible according to

conventional statistics; however, it is little helpful for

precision agriculture.

4 Conclusions

1) Application of AHCNN in research and

interpolation of soil nutrient spatial variability is feasible,

and it has no special request on data distribution. AHCNN

model is non-linearization of neutron input variables

suitable for prediction of nonlinear system such as soil

nutrients. In fact, the integrative function of AHCNN

model is polynomial. The degree of this polynomial and

the coefficient of each term can be obtained automatically

through learning. Moreover, if network modeling is

unsuccessful in lower degree, the degree of this

polynomial can be raised using adaptive degree raising

which is useful for fast determination of the order of

AHCNN model and higher efficiency of learning and

modeling.

2) The precision of soil nutrient interpolation model is

determined by the demonstration degree of the model for

soil nutrient spatial variability and spatial correlation,

which means that the selected regression elements and

interpolation elements should be highly correlated[14,15].

The selection of input parameters is important in

application of artificial neural network for soil nutrient

spatial interpolation. Since there is no correlation between

the value of spatial coordinates and the value of soil

nutrients, the error would be great if using spatial

coordinates of soil nutrients as the only input. Using

ordinary error evaluation method, the error is relatively

small. But in terms of spatial interpolation map, the

simulation of soil nutrient spatial distribution is fairly bad.

So, conventional error statistic index such as RMSE

cannot be used as the only index for comparison of

interpolation results. Compared with using spatial

coordinates as the only network input, the simulation

degree of soil nutrient spatial distribution was greatly

improved using AHCNN with auxiliary information of

neighboring sample points as network input considering

distance effect. These conclusions agree with the results

of Li Qiquan et al[16], who concluded that the error of

interpolation of three soil properties in an experiment

field was greatly reduced when the information of

neighboring sample points was added, the distance effect

was considered, as radial basis function neural network

(RBFNN) input.

3) Certain data noise is allowable in algebra

hyper-curve algorithm (i.e., not all samples in training

sample set were used successfully in modeling), which

can reduce the time of learning on one hand. On the other

hand, modeling can be successful in lower degree and

need no degree raising of polynomial, which reduces

effect on the accuracy of model. More research work on

anti-noise performance of algebra hyper-curve algorithm

needs to be done in the future. In terms of multi-source

information fusion, nonlinear mapping relationship
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between soil properties and neighboring sample point

information, and soil forming factors such as parent

material, terrain, and climate can be established to

delineate spatial distribution of soil properties using

nonlinear computation ability and expansiveness of

artificial neural network. This provides a solution for

large scale study and accuracy improvement of research

results.
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